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1975) The off-set litho typeface is dull and the picture quality unremarkable, but these
are field guide-books and not works of art. Written for both walkers and climbers, they
are the usual workmanlike productions we expect from these British guide-book series,
packed with varied information. The covers appear likely to suffer severely if rained
upon. The appearance of guide-books in English should encourage many more visitors to
sample the delights of this comparatively unknown mountain range.

Pennine Alps East (Alpine Club Guide Book) Robin G. Co110mb (Alpine Club and West
Col, 1975, pp 169) This is the first volume of 3 which replace the earlier single volume
Alpine Club Guide to the Pennine Alps, published in 1968. In the new guides, areas
which previously received rather perfunctory treatment have been described at rather
greater length, incorporating new information on less frequented areas such as the
Valpelline and other Italian valleys. The principal ranges covered are the Weissmies
chain, the Portjengrat chain, the Rimpfischhorn group and the Mischabel chain. There
are 26 diagrams and illustrations.

Pennine Alps Central (Alpine Club Guide Book) Robin G. Collomb (Alpine Club and
West Col, 1975, pp 373 and 78 diagrams and illustrations) The second of the series
mentioned above covering the area Neues Weisstor to Col des Bouquetins and including
Monte Rosa, Mattethorn, Dent Blanche, Weisstor chains, Italian Valley ranges and
Valpelline S.

Rocca Sbarua e Monte Tre Denti G. P. Motti (CA1, Section Turin, 1974) In Italian,
describes climbs in the neighbourhood of Turin.

Alpes Juliennes G. Buscaini (CAI, 1974, pp 488)

Montblanc Gruppe F. Koniger revised by P. Schubert and K. Werner. (Bergverlag
Rudolf Rother, Munich, 1974) In German, a selection of around 400 routes.

AFRICA

EAST AFRICA
Mount Kenya (5199 m) Y. Chouinard and M. Covington climbed the final 60 m of the
headwall of the Diamond Couloir in January, thus completing a portion of the climb
avoided by a traverse in the Snyder/Thumbi route, and achieving a direct ascent of the
Couloir. However, they did not subsequently complete the final 200 m ascent up the
glacier to the Gate of Mists. Later, D. Cheeseman and D. Morris climbed the entire
Couloir, including the direct finish and the subsequent ascent to the Gate of Mists. It
now remains for this route to be done under winter conditions. Cheeseman later climbed
the difficult E face of Nelion (VI, A 3) with Tony Charlton and made the second Grand
Traverse of Mount Kenya with P. Snyder. This has been the busiest season in the
mountain's history.

Mount Kilimanjaro (5895 m) J. Temple and T. Charlton climbed a new route (V; 1300
m) on the Breach Wall of Kibo.

SOUTH AFRICA
This year saw attempts being made on long country climbs, which have lain fallow since
being opened in some cases. In Du Toit's Kloof area, Snijders ha~ prospected some inter
esting multi-peak traverses, also a few mild grade long ridge climbs and a surprisingly
easy D route on Deception Peak.

R. Smithers and D. McLachlan opened several good gymnastic lines on Table
Mountain-notably Can Can (Gl) and Bombay Duck (F2). Roulette, the hardest climb
on Table Mountain, still awaits a full second ascent, although the free pitches were led
by Ed February, without apparent effort!

K. Fletcher's party, training for Kerguelen Island, portered masses of equipment into
the Hex River Mountains to attempt a 'direct' on the rotten Milner Peak 'Hollywood
Bowl' amphitheatre. An avalanche of nearly 80 tons of razor edged rubble crashed down
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fairly close and caused a decided lack of interest in continuing.
The third ascent of Oscillation on the Cedarberg pout was made by Ed February

and D. Cheesemond. They found the bolt necessary and the top G pitch very hard. This
route (opened in 1970) has the first bolt ever placed in the Cape and is still the only bolt
necessary. The Cedarberg Tafelberg has yielded several worthwhile lines during the year
to various parties. The side still eems to be impregnable, but the fine steep S Face,
now getting crowded in places, was climbed by 5 new routes. Opinion these days on the
fine country rock peaks is towards leaving new routes unrecorded so that future parties
can have the adventure of finding their own variations.

J. Moss did the direct unclimbed W Face of the Cockscomb near POrt Elizabeth, and
also this year, completed the first proper Face route on Compassberg, which at 2477 m,
is the highest peak in the Cape. Toverkop yielded another few lines this Ea ter, but only
on the lower pinnacle. J. Moss, R. mithers and H. Shunleworth have pioneered another
few lines of desperate mechanical climbing on the Hill of Execution in the Transkei.

The Buttress of the Drakensberg Injasuti Triplet was climbed by T. Dick, P. Fani
and R. Smithers-a bold steep line, half mechanical, half free. On the Rockerie Towers,
Pinnacle H was climbed for the first time by R. mithers and P. Andersen. M. Scon, B.

97 A first ascent on tbe Drakensberg ('tbe grass is more reliable tban the rock'). Photo: P. Gray
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de Bruin and P. Gray opened a new route on the W face of the Drakensberg Sentinel, via
intriguing pitches on slabs, in chimneys and through plenty of tough useful 'Berg' grass.
A feature of climbing in the Drakensberg is that the grass is more reliable than the rock,
both for grips and for belays!

In the Transvaal, H. Boshoff and P. Dawson made an ascent of the Barley route in the
Magaliesberg, Red Column Face, dispensing with the pendulum move, while at Krantz
berg, P. Fani, A. McGarr, P. Andersen and j. Linke have done several worthwhile lines,
mostly in or near G category. At Willgepoort, Linke and Druschke cracked a hard,
mechanical problem that has repulsed all anempts for 7-8 years now.

Depressing generally has been the spate of severe rock climbing accidents and deaths,
perhaps the worst year ever in South African climbing. Leaders fell fatally from ]acob's
Ladder on Table Mountain, the S Face of Mount Superior and Echo Face in the
Magaliesberg. As a consequence new training programmes are being undertaken and the
MCSA has organised safety symposiums, which have met with enthusiastic response.

(We are grateful to Michael Scon for these South African notes.)

98 Saraghrar.
Photo: Spanish
expedition 1975
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